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Maxim Integrated: Enabling Edge Intelligence
Sensors and Signal Conditioning

Low Power Cortex M4 Micros

Health sensors measure PPG and ECG signals
critical to understanding vital signs. Signal chain
products enable measuring even the most
sensitive signals.

The biggest (3MB flash and 1MB SRAM) and the
smallest (256KB flash and 96KB SRAM) Cortex
M4 microcontrollers enable algorithms and
neural networks to run at wearable power levels

Advanced AI Acceleration

AI inferences at a cost and power point that
makes sense for the edge. Computation
capability to give vision to the IoT, without the
power cables. Coming soon!

SynSense (formerly known as aiCTX) builds ultra-low-power
(sub-mW) sensing and inference hardware for embedded,
mobile and edge devices. We design systems for real-time
always-on smart sensing, for audio, vision, bio-signals and
more.

https://SynSense.ai

Next-Generation AI Tools for
Product Development
Extensive, highly-optimized feature spaces

Super-compact code for MCUs and Gateways
Sensor selection and placement analysis
$

AI-driven component specs

Automated data quality checks
Data collection, augmentation & labeling services
No open source - clean licensing
Get started w/ a special tinyML Talks offer for corporate customers: https://reality.ai/get-started

Qeexo AutoML for Embedded AI
Automated Machine Learning Platform that builds tinyML solutions for the Edge using sensor data

Key Features


Wide range of ML methods: GBM, XGBoost, Random
Forest, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, SVM, CNN, RNN,
CRNN, ANN, Local Outlier Factor, and Isolation Forest



Easy-to-use interface for labeling, recording, validating, and
visualizing time-series sensor data



On-device inference optimized for low latency, low power
consumption, and a small memory footprint



Supports Arm® Cortex™- M0 to M4 class MCUs



Automates complex and labor-intensive processes of a
typical ML workflow – no coding or ML expertise required!

Target Markets/Applications
 Industrial Predictive Maintenance

 Automotive

 Smart Home

 Mobile

 Wearables

 IoT

QEEXO AUTOML: END-TO-END MACHINE LEARNING PLATFORM

For a limited time, sign up to use Qeexo AutoML at automl.qeexo.com
for FREE to bring intelligence to your devices!
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Dr. Andreas Spanias

Andreas Spanias is Professor in the School of Electrical, Computer, and
Energy Engineering at Arizona State University (ASU). He is also the
director of the Sensor Signal and Information Processing (SenSIP)
center and the founder of the NSF SenSIP industry consortium. His
research interests are in adaptive filtering, speech processing, machine
learning and sensor systems. He is author of two textbooks: Audio
Processing and Coding by Wiley and DSP; An Interactive Approach. He
contributed to more than 300 papers, 10 monographs, 11 full patents,
and 10 provisional patents. He served as Associate Editor of the IEEE
Transactions on Signal Processing and as General Co-chair of IEEE
ICASSP-99. He also served as the IEEE Signal Processing Vice-President
for Conferences. Dr. Spanias is co-recipient of the 2002 IEEE Donald
Fink paper prize award and was elected Fellow of the IEEE in 2003. He
served as Distinguished Lecturer for the IEEE Signal processing society
in 2004. He also received the 2018 IEEE Region 6 Educator Award . He
was elected recently as Senior Member of the National Academy of
Inventors (NAI).

Organizing the tinyML
Chapter in Phoenix
•First tinyML Summit at Google – Sunnyvale co-organized by Evgeni Gousev
(Qualcomm) and Pete Warden (Google) – March 2019. (100+ attendees).
https://www.tinyml.org/summit/2019/
• Second tinyML Summit at Qualcomm (Santa Clara) and at Hyatt SFO – Feb. 2020 .
(400+ attendees). https://www.tinyml.org/summit/

• Engagement of several companies through ASU/NSF SenSIP consortium
demonstrated industry interest in low power machine learning.
• Initiating discussion for Chapter in Phoenix – Late Fall 2019 and early Spring 2020
• First Meeting was set in March 2020 – Postponed because of COVID-19

tinyML Phoenix Chapter –
Steering Committee
• Suren Jayasuriya <sjayasur@asu.edu>,
• Stephen Whalley <swhalley@cox.net>,
• Michael Stanley <Mike.Stanley@ieee.org>,
• Margaret L. Kniffin <margaret.kniffin@nxp.com>,
• Jackoski, Claire E <claire.e.jackoski@intel.com>,
• Andreas Spanias <spanias@asu.edu>,

Evgeni Gousev
Senior Director, Qualcomm AI Research
and
tinyML Foundation, co-Founder and BoD
(evgeni@tinyML.org)

What is tinyML?
tinyML enables machine intelligence right next to the physical world
Physical World

Digital World

Cloud AI
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Edge
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Transducer
(camera, mic, IMU, etc.)

tinyML - most energy efficient
- metadata/privacy by design
- best/fast latency
-

no connectivity issues

What is tinyML ?
tinyML is broadly defined as machine learning
architectures, techniques, tools and approaches capable
of performing on-device analytics for a variety of sensing
modalities (vision, audio, motion, chemical, etc.) at
“mW” (or below) power range targeting predominately
battery operated devices

Massive tinyML
opportunities in all
verticals where
machine intelligence
meets physical world

tinyML meetups global growth

130 members
https://www.meetup.com/pro/tinyml/

tinyML Activities

moved to June 2021

will be virtual event

www.meetup.com/pro/tinyML
23 groups in 17 countries and growing

Biweekly webcasts
Contact: talks@tinyML.org

youtube.com/tinyML

Get involved at: www.tinyML.org

Phoenix tinyML Objectives
Stephen Whalley

July 28 2020

Steve Whalley

Picture

Steve Whalley is CEO for Strategic World Ventures,
and is a seasoned executive of the semiconductor
and MEMS/sensor industries with skills in design,
industry initiatives, ecosystem creation, business
strategy & management. He serves as advisor to
several companies in the valley, and previously
worked at Intel for 26 years including being the
Director of the MEMS/Sensors group.

Phoenix tinyML Chapter
Objectives
• Information, Training, Advocacy, Scaling, Networking…
– Connecting People and Organizations in AZ and Beyond

• We Need Your Help
– Phoenix Steering Committee
– Speakers and Topics

• Future Meetings
– Monthly webinars
– In person when conditions permit

“Implementation Considerations for Machine
Learning at the Edge of the Cloud”
Michael Stanley, NXP Semiconductor (retired)
July 28, 2020

Michael Stanley

Mike spent almost four decades in the semiconductor
field at Motorola, Freescale and NXP in areas ranging
from circuit design to machine learning. He is
author/co-author of 8 patents, numerous publications,
and is a contributor to Measurement, Instrumentation
and Sensors Handbook, 2nd edition. Mike was
inducted into the MEMS & Sensor Industry Group Hall
of Fame in 2015 and is a Senior Member of the IEEE
and IEEE Standard 2700-2014 contributor. He coauthored “Sensor Analysis for the Internet of
Things”, published in 2018 by Morgan & Claypool
Publishers. Mike continues his association with the
Sensor, Signal & Information Processing Center
(SenSIP) at A.S.U. and is one of the organizers for the
Phoenix Chapter of the TinyML organization.

Acknowledgements
• This presentation is derived from one originally presented at SensMach
2019.
• Many of the slides in both presentations contain content reused with
permission from material prepared by the author while employed at
NXP Semiconductor.

Context
While at NXP, the author led a team targeting
embedded ML enablement for:
•
•
•
•

Machine / Home / Building Condition Monitoring
White Goods / Smart Home
Environmental Monitoring
Home Security Systems / Smart Locks

This presentation looks at just what embedded
“ML enablement” really involves.

7/28/2020

© Copyright 2019-2020-2020 by Michael Stanley
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An Example Closed Loop Workflow
Create
Feature
Pair Plots

Plot
Raw
Data

Feature
Extraction
Logfiles in
.csv format

Plot Feature
Time
Series

Filtered_
data.csv

Event
Isolation
data.csv

Plot
Feature
Histograms

Deploy to
Azure

Feature
Selection

OpenCV Model
Generator

reduced_
data.csv

model.h
model.cpp

ML C/C++ Framework

Data Logger
7/28/2020

model.xml

OpenCV model
© Copyright 2019-2020-2020 by Michael Stanley
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It takes a lot to build a full solution
Data Collection
Local & At Scale

docs

Open Source
Tool Support
Development
Tools

Microcontroller
7/28/2020

$

Packaging

Visualization

Security

Drivers

Communications

Cloud
Interfaces

Board
Provisioning

ML Model
Engines

Feature Extraction

Certifications

PCB

Partners

OTA
Updates

Sensors

© Copyright 2019-2020-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Processor Architecture
Microcontroller (MCU) vs Microprocessor (MPU)
Microcontroller
• On-chip memory

Microprocessor
• Off-chip memory

• Flash memory limits tech node
• Lower latency than off-chip
• Limits on amount of memory

•
•
•
•
•

Essentially self-contained
Typically bare-metal or RTOS
Containers not supported
Hard real-time
Lower cost

7/28/2020

• Cutting edge technology support
• Latencies vary, can be mitigated with
on-chip cache
• Larger memory blocks available

•
•
•
•
•

Requires more support circuitry
Typically Linux-based
Applications can be containerized
Not real-time
Higher cost

© Copyright 2019-2020-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Development Tools
• The choice of embedded IDE is often
driven by MCU choice
• MCU language support usually includes
assembler, C and C++
• Software support at the MPU level is
much more extensive
• ML models may be embedded as source
code or as data to be executed by
embedded inference engines
• ML scripts can be crafted to support
either approach
• Visual Studio was our tool of choice for
Windows GUI development
• Visual Studio Code was used by
Microsoft as part of the Plug-and-Play
Device Capability Model development
flow
7/28/2020

© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Open Source Tools - Jupyter Notebooks
• Jupyter gives us the ability to
execute R and Python scripts in a
web browser environment
• Documentation, code and results
are all part of a notebook
• Notebooks can easily be shared
• The Jupyter ecosystem is still
being actively expanded to
include additional capabilities,
including an extensive set of
graphical widgets.
• Python supports OpenCV, which
means we can train models offline and then export to our
embedded environment
7/28/2020

Recommendation:
https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/
© Copyright 2019-2020
by Michael Stanley
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Communication Options
On-Board
• I2C
• Analog
• Pulse Density Modulation
• SPI
• QSPI
• SD/MMC/SDIO
• SDRAM, NAND/NOR Flash,
SRAM
• UART
7/28/2020

Off-Board
• USB
• CAN
• Wired Ethernet
• WIFI
• IEEE 802.15.4
• Bluetooth / BLE
• Zigbee
• Thread

• LoRaWAN

Some peripheral option above include internal hardware buffers, others may be
supported via DMA
© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Sensor choices must reflect your “mission statement”
EMI Sensor Connector
Switch2
Board dimensions: 30mm X 40mm
Micro-SD slot
Serial Port Header
(UART & I2C)

3-axis gyro and absolute
pressure sensor are on
the bottom of the sensor
board

USB Type C Connector

Switch1
J3 Battery Connector
Green Power LED
RGB LED

6-axis magnetometer /
accelerometer is on the
bottom of the sensor
board

Ethernet Header
(only applicable for
wired Ethernet use)
MEMS Mic Port

PIR Sensor

SPI port header for differential pressure sensor
VOC Air Quality Sensor
Ambient Light Sensor
Jumper for Boot Mode Selection
Temperature / Humidity Sensor
7/28/2020

© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley
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PCB Topics
Issues to consider include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PCB Size
Board-to-board stability
Sensor access to the environment
# of layers, ability to “hot wire”
EMC, Magnetic Interference
Ease of enclosure
Sensor alignments
Self-heating, thermal conductance
LEDs impacting light sensors
Antenna placement
7/28/2020

• Shape of PCB port for microphone
• Access to various ports when
enclosed
• BOM cost

© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Packaging

WIFI Antenna

7/28/2020

• Early prototypes can be 3D printed for
low volumes, almost zero cost
• Choice of materials (PLA vs ABS) can
affect certification processes.
• Injection molding more practical / cost
effective at scale, but higher up front
cost.
• How is the end product packaged for
delivery to the consumer? Boxing?
Graphics?
• What does the “out-of-box” experience
look like?
© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Security
ML for Security

•
•
•
•

Fraud Detection
Intrusion Detection
Control Flow Protection
…
• DHCP
• WIFI

Security for ML
7/28/2020

•
•
•
•
•

Local Network Access
Cloud Networks
Data Privacy
•
Firmware Security
•
OTA Updates
•

© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley

X.509 Certificates
Symmetric
(public/private) keys
Transport Layer
Security
34

Sensor Drivers
• Common high level functions
include:
•
•
•
•

Driver instantiation & installation
Initialize
Read
Idle

• I2C & SPI based sensors rely on
the communications drivers for
those ports (CMSIS standards
are useful here)
7/28/2020

• Things to consider include:
• Physical Interface / Port availability
• Communications Bandwidth vs
sensor sampling rate
• Need for DMA, effects of same
• Sensor FIFOs or absence of same
• Data format conversions
• Secondary data types (ex: time
since last event)

© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Quality Assurance Topics
• Configuration Management (Git), managing multiple branches
• Requirements & Issue Tracking (Jira)
• Team Communications (Microsoft Teams / Sharepoint)
• Automated builds
• How do you do regression testing on products which interface to the
physical world?
• Communications reliability
• FCC certifications / Cloud provider certification
• Physical debug and optimization of the hardware
• Availability of the proper skills on the team
7/28/2020

© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Visualization
•

•
•

Sensor

The ability to monitor sensor signals
real-time during data logging is useful
simply to ensure that the process is
functioning properly.
Bandwidth and available MIPS may
impose limitations.
Model dimensionality is another issue
when attempting to view model
operation.

Model

37
7/28/2020

© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley

“X-Ray” View

Percentages of CPU time
devoted to each of the
tasks running under
FreeRTOS

Utilized versus allocated
RAM numbers for various
stacks & heap

High level view of how
much time we are
spending in some of the
key tasks

Sample rates uploaded
from the board. Zero
values indicate the
sensor driver is not
installed.

An estimate of the CPU
core temperature

These indicate the sample
epoch duration and time
period over which features
are computed.

7/28/2020

© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Local Data Collection & Analysis
You can think of the resulting set of data as a
(#runs X #sensors) array of .csv files.

data.csv
Run

Feature
Extraction

Data Logger

Epoch
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

FXOS_Accelerometer_X_CorrVY
FXOS_Accelerometer_X_SlopeVY
FXOS_Accelerometer_X_CorrVZ
FXOS_Accelerometer_X_SlopeVZ
FXOS_Accelerometer_Y_CorrVZ
FXOS_Accelerometer_Y_SlopeVZ
FXOS_Accelerometer_X_Co
-0.01666 -0.01478 -0.0924 -0.09236 0.08027 0.090417 0.053123
-0.07875 -0.07318 -0.17226 -0.18148 0.042545 0.048231 0.155623
-0.0094 -0.00828 -0.01413 -0.01487 0.029597 0.035375 0.142237
-0.10396 -0.08548 -0.04884 -0.05454 -0.03835 -0.05208 0.019165
0.071364 0.055512 -0.01705 -0.01912 -0.13797 -0.19897 0.027289
0.102508 0.081264 -0.04025 -0.04333 -0.18576 -0.25221 -0.06542
0.181345 0.143754 -0.04858 -0.05151 -0.20147 -0.26946 -0.09765
0.2195
0.1871 -0.04845 -0.05532 -0.17745 -0.2377 -0.06757
0.248459 0.222922 0.037115 0.041504 -0.13433 -0.16743 -0.12423
0.079848 0.073789 0.07808 0.088886 -0.00657 -0.00809 0.026124

• Features from all log files get consolidated into one
“data.csv” file
• Notice that we are using a rolling window of 4
Epochs of raw data to compute 1 Epoch of features
(hence we start at Epoch 3 above).
• This optimizes the number of feature samples
obtained in each logging run.
• The use of feature epochs allows us to manage
wildly varying sensor sampling rates

Cloud-Based Collection & Analysis
You can think of the resulting set of data as a
(#runs X #sensors) array of .csv files.

Database
filtering

Feature
Extraction

Run

data.csv

Epoch
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

FXOS_Accelerometer_X_CorrVY
FXOS_Accelerometer_X_SlopeVY
FXOS_Accelerometer_X_CorrVZ
FXOS_Accelerometer_X_SlopeVZ
FXOS_Accelerometer_Y_CorrVZ
FXOS_Accelerometer_Y_SlopeVZ
FXOS_Accelerometer_X
-0.01666 -0.01478 -0.0924 -0.09236 0.08027 0.090417 0.053123
-0.07875 -0.07318 -0.17226 -0.18148 0.042545 0.048231 0.155623
-0.0094 -0.00828 -0.01413 -0.01487 0.029597 0.035375 0.142237
-0.10396 -0.08548 -0.04884 -0.05454 -0.03835 -0.05208 0.019165
0.071364 0.055512 -0.01705 -0.01912 -0.13797 -0.19897 0.027289
0.102508 0.081264 -0.04025 -0.04333 -0.18576 -0.25221 -0.06542
0.181345 0.143754 -0.04858 -0.05151 -0.20147 -0.26946 -0.09765
0.2195
0.1871 -0.04845 -0.05532 -0.17745 -0.2377 -0.06757
0.248459 0.222922 0.037115 0.041504 -0.13433 -0.16743 -0.12423
0.079848 0.073789 0.07808 0.088886 -0.00657 -0.00809 0.026124

• Data uploads need to be managed to minimize cost
• Potentially huge datasets imply the need for additional
filtering / processing in the cloud

Proper Selection of Features Can Really Simplify Things
•
•

X vs Y CORR

•

7/28/2020

•

X vs Z CORR

For classical machine learning, feature
engineering is one of the most difficult
tasks
Domain knowledge is advantageous when
determining what features to use.
The virtually unlimited set of possible
features makes it impossible to “precode” all possible values in an embedded
engine.
Deep learning neural networks determine
features automatically, eliminating this
task.
© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Board Provisioning / Communications
Phone

Local
Network

Board
Connect

Send WIFI
credentials

OAuth or similar
Authentication

Initial boot as
hot spot
Re-boot

Connect via DHCP

Query network
for board IP
addresses

Local control for data collection & analysis

Connect via X.509 or symmetric keys
Data uploads, command/model downloads
7/28/2020

Cloud

42
© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley

Data log upload
to cloud service

Cloud Computing for Machine Learning
• Still very much the Wild West!
• Microsoft, Amazon, Google and IBM all offer cloud-based
ML services
• APIs for IoT device access are not standardized, although a
knowledge of MQTT and RESTful programming will help.
• Interfaces are still (as of fall 2019) evolving.
• ML support varies. A good comparison of MLaaS can be
found at
https://www.altexsoft.com/blog/datascience/comparing-machine-learning-as-a-service-amazon-microsoft-azure-google-

cloud-ai-ibm-watson/.

• Cross-platform support is possible for some tools (ex:
OpenCV, TensorFlow)
• Pricing models can be extremely complex. Variables
include server types, # of messages, storage space, etc.
7/28/2020

© Copyright 2019-2020 by Michael Stanley
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Recap / Example Solution
Windows-based tool for
data collection for
machine learning and
measuring application
metrics

Off the shelf hardware
for sensor data
collection and product
prototyping.

Embedded firmware engine for
machine learning delivered as
a custom SDK
Pending…

Take advantage of Azure cloud
infrastructure and ML

3rd Party ML
Providers

Expert 3rd party SaaS
models can be directly
integrated into the
framework.

Easily integrate models
trained via standard
open source tools.

Q&A
Please use Q&A functionality in Zoom
Also please take the 5 question poll
and continue the conversation

@ tinyML.org/forums

How to get in touch with us
• Join our Meetup group:
https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enablingultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-edge-Phoenix-AZ/

• Share with your network via social media
(LinkedIn, Twitter, etc)
• Email us: meetups-phoenix@tinyml.org
• Future Meetings
• Let us know if you are interested in speaking
• Ideas for other programming (tutorials,
workshops, etc)

Join our Meetup page!
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